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OUR PRIORITIES

Process Industry 
Advocate

Pipeline Private Sector 
EngagementPromoting the 

opportunities 
for continuous 
improvement in 
government’s policies 
and processes relating 
to the development 
and delivery of 
infrastructure.

Establishing IAQ 
as the leading 
industry advocate 
for the provision 
of infrastructure in 
Queensland.

Promoting the 
importance and 
enablement of a 
clearly identifiable and 
realistic pipeline for 
infrastructure projects.

Promoting the benefits 
and opportunities 
of private sector 
involvement in the 
analysis, development, 
delivery and operation 
of infrastructure to 
offer value for money 
for all Queenslanders.

ABOUT IAQ

Established in 1994, the Infrastructure 
Association of Queensland (IAQ) is the peak 
body representing the entire infrastructure sector 
across Queensland. As a member organisation, 
the IAQ provides professional representation 
and value to our members through government 
engagement, thought leadership and advocacy 
that supports a sustainable infrastructure 
industry in Queensland.

Through independent research and policy 
consideration, we regularly inform the 
Queensland discussion about how to prioritise 
and progress state significant infrastructure and 
enhance public services.  
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IAQ’s 79 members include leading infrastructure 

asset owners and construction, engineering, 

architecture, accounting, investment, 

communications, legal and advisory firms, all 

whom are active in shaping Queensland’s thriving 

infrastructure sector.

WHAT IS SPOTLIGHT? 
Spotlight is a longitudinal study, occurring 

across important sector touch points over an 

extended period of time. Intended to be rolled 

out periodically, it provides IAQ with an ability to 

show the patterns of a survey variable over time 

and assist us to learn about cause-and-effect 

relationships. Spotlight can also help reveal ‘sleeper 

issues’ affecting our member organisations that 

might otherwise not be revealed. 

WHY SPOTLIGHT?
Infrastructure activity in Queensland is highly 

sensitive to government policy, global demand for 

commodities and our reputation as an investment 

destination. Reflecting cause-and-effect from 

changes to settings within these three areas, 

activity is rarely at a sustained level and the sector 

is prone to boom and bust cycles. Because of 

this, businesses and organisations exposed to 

Queensland infrastructure investment cycles face 

unique challenges, quite different from other 

sectors such as banking, retail, tourism and general 

services. 

The IAQ’s Spotlight Survey of the Queensland 

infrastructure sector responds to this important 

difference and is the only survey of its type, 

providing critical insights into the sentiment of IAQ 

members and other organisations directly involved 

in infrastructure planning and development across 

the state.

SPOTLIGHT JULY 2018 
PROUDLY BROUGHT 
TO YOU BY PORT OF 
BRISBANE PTY LIMITED
The July 2018 Spotlight survey sponsor is IAQ 

member company the Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd 

(PBPL). The Port of Brisbane is one of Australia’s 

fastest growing container ports, and Queensland’s 

largest multi-cargo port. It is located at the 

mouth of the Brisbane River, and is managed 

and developed by the Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd 

(PBPL), under a 99-year lease from the Queensland 

Government.

PBPL is owned by the Q Port Holdings (QPH) 

consortium, comprising four of the world’s largest 

and most experienced infrastructure investors. The 

members are: Caisse de dépôt et placement du 

Québec; IFM Investors; QIC Global Infrastructure 

on behalf of its managed funds; and Tawreed 

Investments Ltd, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the 

Abu Dhabi Investment Authority.

If you’re interested in sponsoring our next Spotlight 

survey please contact Kim Ellis at 

membership@iaq.com.au

mailto:membership%40iaq.com.au?subject=IAQ%202018%20SPOTLIGHT%20REPORT%20
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OVERVIEW
This report provides an overview of the results from our second 
IAQ Spotlight Survey, conducted in July 2018. Information gathered 
from the survey will be used to better inform how we engage with 
governments and the community on the continuing need for expansion 
and enhancement of infrastructure for Queensland’s economic and social 
development.

This is a timely Spotlight Survey with the round of annual federal and 
state budgets now complete. The backdrop is that southern states in 
Australia have a strong infrastructure investment pipeline. The pressing 
need for new public infrastructure has been compounded by rapid 
population growth, with increases well in excess of expectations - 
creating growing pains in our two largest capital cities of Sydney and 
Melbourne. Whilst Queensland doesn’t have sustained funding from an 
asset recycling program, all levels of government are getting on with 
delivering their priority projects. 

Business sentiment has improved in the first half of 2018, with 2 out of 
3 respondents expecting to see greater activity in the next 6 months as 
committed state projects add to a strong national infrastructure outlook. 

Industry is encouraging more government initiatives like City Deals, 
which are being used to align investments around a common set 
of objectives that are good for both industry and communities. 
Respondents also want to see National Partnership Agreements 
reformed so that projects like Beerburrum to Nambour Regional Rail 
can be co-funded with certainty. Despite federal and state budget 
commitments, there’s now a gap in funding of $230 million (30%) for 
this critical rail link to the Sunshine Coast, eroding industry confidence.  

2017 vs 2018  
Sentiment Comparator

“Fully funded projects like Cross River 
Rail, Inland Rail and Brisbane Metro are 
now reaching the market, driving tender 
activity and helping attract Queensland 
professionals back to their home state.” – 
Steve Abson, CEO IAQ
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 National Infrastructure 
Activity – The Upswing 
Continues
Some 85% of respondents believe Australian 
infrastructure activity will remain either at the 
current strong level or increase during the next 
six months. This sentiment is backed by some 
impressive economic indicators.

Over the past year, the national upswing in 
infrastructure activity has been concentrated in 
transport projects (accounting for 56% of the total 
increase, the bulk of which are public works) and 
electricity (responsible for 30% of the rise, largely 
in the private sector), while water and sewerage 
accounted for 10% of the lift.  At the start of this 
year, public transport infrastructure projects under 
construction (or at the committed stage) were 
valued at $112bn, as reported by the Deloitte Access 
Economics Investment Monitor. This is up from 
$56bn two years earlier. 

This boost to public transport investment is 
centred, but not confined to, NSW and Victoria, 
which together account for 73% of projects under 
construction, well in excess of their share of national 
output and national population, both around 58%. 
According to Westpac reports, by aggregating 
the annual state budgets, as well as including 
the Federal budget, indications are that public 
investment grew by 12.5% in the 2016/17 financial 
year, followed by an estimated 14% increase in 
2017/18, and is forecast to accelerate to a near 16% 

expansion in 2018/19. 

Queensland conditions 
strengthen

In May 18, the IAQ released its annual Major 
Projects Pipeline Report indicating that the 5-year 
pipeline of major projects either being considered 
or under construction is estimated at $39.9 billion 
(Engineering Value). The key finding of this Report 
is that major project work has risen by 58% in 
2017/2018 after two successive years of low 
activity. 

Subject to level of funding commitments  
for credibly proposed projects, activity  
in 2018/2019 is forecast to be retained at  
a similar level. 

In pin-pointing strengthening sectors, respondents 
considered Renewable Energy Generation to 
be a standout Queensland asset class, with over 
70% indicating stronger project activity in 2018 
compared to the last 6 months of 2017. Airports and 
Roads & Bridges are other asset classes indicating 
stronger performance in 2018. 

Business Confidence is Up
In 2018 to date, more favourable business 

conditions are cited by 42% of respondents and 
40% indicate they are about the same as the last  
six months of 2017. 

Business confidence has been boosted with any 
uncertainty around Cross River Rail extinguished at 
the 2017 state election. The prospect of a potential 
long-term SEQ City Deal and fully funded Brisbane 
Metro and Inland Rail projects is also increasing 
confidence. 

Because over 85% of respondents cite Federal & 
State capital works expenditure as a key constraint 
on business growth, there continues to be strong 
correlation between government infrastructure 
investment and business confidence. 

Looking forward, business confidence is sustained, 
with almost 50% indicating they will be employing 

more people in the next 6 months. 

Revenue &  
Employment growth
In the first half of 2018, over 54% of 

respondents report increases or significant 
increases in sales compared to the last half of 2017. 

On the whole, more jobs are being created by 
respondents, with 46% increasing employment 
levels this year and 35% maintaining them at 

around the same amount as 2017. 
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Constraints to growth  
and profitability

Other than governments sustaining their capital 
works investment, political instability is cited as 
a key factor constraining business growth. In the 
context of infrastructure, political instability is often 
related to inter-governmental dispute over project 
funding shares and/or risk of project ‘backflips’ by 
incoming governments. 

Three out of four respondents already indicate 
retention and recruitment is a key constraint 
and this problem could get worse with increased 
activity. Fully funded major projects are now 
attracting skills back to Queensland with tender 
activity ramping up. But the key question is whether 
the right skills will be available at the right time for 
companies involved in major project delivery. 

Onerous costs of tendering and bidding are 
now cited by 45% to be a strong drag on 
growth. Key issues driving up costs include deal 
complexity resulting in longer and more intense 
procurement phases to solve complex issues; the 
level of certainty required by Government before 
it appoints a Preferred Bidder requiring bidders to 
incur significant expense in responding to design 
and operational elements; and the length of the 

procurement process.

 Budget season – strong 
“sell” on infrastructure but 
not everyone convinced

The State budget papers released in June 18 
indicate a stronger outlook for capital works 
investment but received only a lukewarm 45% 
approval rating. The Federal budget received 
a similar approval rating of just 51%, despite a 
significant focus on transport infrastructure in 
Queensland and further certainty over Inland 
Rail. Whilst approval ratings were mixed, 57% of 
respondents predict government investment to 
translate into stronger levels of activity in the 
second half of 2018, compared with 27% predicting 
a similar level to the second half of 2017.  

Almost 60% of respondents want to see reform 
of the National Partnership Agreements between 
Federal and State governments to ensure 
alignment on priorities and improve market 
certainty. Respondents indicate that regular public 
spats between politicians over 50-50 or 80-20 
funding ratios on projects such as the M1 and 
Beerburrum to Nambour Regional Rail have worn 
thin with both industry and the wider community. 

Areas for future 
improvement &  
government engagement

Ahead of the State Budget, the Government 
foreshadowed “enhancements” to the new Buy 
Queensland Policy. With no policy specifics given 
and guidance still lacking from government, over 
40% of respondents are currently concerned 
with the proposed enhancements. Concerns are 
strongest amongst Contractors, whom cite new 
tender selection criteria ‘best practice industrial 
relations’ that seeks to influence outcomes on 
government projects.

When it comes to governments perceived 
performance in the strategic and delivery 
lifecycle of projects, there is a resounding lack of 
satisfaction. Well over 50% of respondents are not 
having their expectations met in all facets - other 
than in consultation. Dissatisfaction is strongest 
in investment prioritisation, with 75% indicating 
government does not meet expectations. Many 
respondents encouraged better alignment between 
the Federal and State Governments on state 
infrastructure priorities – over a longer time-scale of 
15 years. 

A targeted asset recycling program for Queensland 
again featured strongly in respondent’s views on 
what Queensland can learn from other States or 
jurisdictions.

Ahead of the NSW State Budget, the NSW 
Government announced a 10-point Commitment 
to the Construction Sector, recognising that the 
NSW Government can only achieve its infrastructure 
objectives in partnership with the private sector 
by taking a longer-term view. A convincing 83% of 
respondents are in favour of Queensland adopting 
the same or similar commitments.
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Q2

7%

0–5

18%

20%

55%

6–20

21–100

101+

Primary focus of respondent organisations

Number of employees  
in respondent organisations

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Other

Engineering / Design consultancy

Government

Infrastructure Investor

Stakeholder Management & Comms

Legal Advisor

Construction Contractor

Infrastructure Advisory

Business Case / Economics Advisory

Asset or infrastructure owner

Q1

55% of respondents  
have >100 employees

PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS

A full list of 
Infrastructure 
Association of 
Queensland member 
companies is provided 
on page 20 and 21.
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How has your business performed during the past 6 months compared  
with the prior six month period?

42% of respondents indicate more favourable business conditions. 
Revenues and employment also strengthen, but rising employee  
and supply costs are a drag on profitability. 

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS  
COMPARED WITH THE PREVIOUS 6 MONTH PERIOD

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Total revenue

Employee Costs

Other input costs

Profitability

Favourable business conditions

Employment levels

Q8

38% 35% 19%

37% 40% 15%

28% 52% 15%

47% 51%

45% 51%

47% 34%

Significantly increased Increased

About the same Decreased Significantly decreased

Increasing Decreasing

46% 19%

42% 18%

30%  18%

47% 2%

47% 2%

55% 11%

Positive factor - “Major projects coming 
online in Queensland (Cross River Rail is  
the biggest).” – Survey respondent,  
SEQ (Contractor)

Negative factor – “Level of competition 
locally driving margins to unacceptable low 
levels.” Survey respondent, – NQ (Contractor)

+ -

Negative factor – “Procurement uncertainty, budget allocated to few large projects and so very 
constrained. Asset recycling off the table – major loss of potential opportunity.” Survey respondent,  
SEQ (Designer)

-

Positive factor - “Increased number 
of detailed business cases.” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ (Government)

Positive factor - “Major projects being 
delivered and reduced political interference.” 
– Survey respondent, SEQ (Infrastructure 
Advisory)

+
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At a state level, what is your perception of how activity in each infrastructure asset 
class performed over the past six months compared with the previous six months? 

Renewable Energy Generation continues its stellar rise  
to the detriment of Traditional  Energy Generation. 

Activity in Airports, Social Infrastructure, Roads and 
Bridges, Passenger Rail and Freight Rail also on the rise. 

ASSET CLASS PERFORMANCE OVER LAST  
6 MONTHS COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS 6 MONTHS

Freight Rail

+

+19%

Passenger Rail

+

+24%

Energy 
transmission 

-

-4%

Water

+

+6%

Roads & 
Bridges

+

+27%

Social  
Infrastructure

+

+32%

Telecomms & 
Utilities

-

-1%

Non-renewable 
energy generation

-

-27%

Renewable energy 
generation

+

+65%

Airports

+

+45%

Ports & Marine

-

-4%
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How do you expect Australian and Queensland’s infrastructure activity  
to perform in the next 6 months in comparison with the last 6 months?

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Much stronger

Somewhat stronger

About the same

Somewhat weaker

Much weaker

Q4&5

Australia Queensland

Weaker

QLD 16% Australia 5%

Same

QLD 27% Australia 39%

Stronger

QLD 57% Australia 56%

National activity still heading up the  
curve and Queensland is starting to follow

 LOOKING FORWARD – PERCEPTION OF 
INFRASTRUCTURE ACTIVITY IN THE NEXT  
6 MONTHS COMPARED WITH THE LAST 6 MONTHS

Positive factor - “Major projects coming to 
market for bidding (Brisbane Metro, Inland 
Rail).” – Survey respondent, SEQ (Stakeholder 
Management & Communications)

Positive factor – “Certainty of project funding 
following the State and Federal budgets” – 
Survey respondent, SEQ (Government)

+ +
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How do you believe your business will perform in the next 6 months compared 
with the past six months?

Funding commitments to major projects drives higher 
sentiment toward rising revenues and more jobs

 LOOKING FORWARD – BUSINESS PERFORMANCE  
IN THE NEXT 6 SIX MONTHS COMPARED WITH  
THE PAST 6 MONTHS

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Total revenue

Employee Costs

Other input costs

Profitability

Favourable business conditions

Employment levels

Q8

41% 41% 11%

34% 46% 14%

43% 42% 11%

45% 53%

43% 52%

51% 35%

Significantly increased Increased

About the same Decreased Significantly decreased

Increasing Decreasing

47% 12%

38% 15%

44% 14%

45% 2%

47% 1%

56% 8%

Positive factor – “Greater productivity and 
more efficiency. Some mega projects about 
to land. Combination of these two” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ (Professional Services)

Negative factor – “Delivery capacity of 
key suppliers” – Survey respondent, SEQ 
(Contractor)

+ -

Negative factor – “Still ultra competitive, industry is pricing itself lower and lower with people still 
buying projects” – Survey respondent, SEQ (Consultant)

-
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Q24

44%56%

SatisfiedNot Satisfied

Thinking about the joint funding commitments 
of Commonwealth and State governments for 
infrastructure (such as the M1 packages and 
Beerburrum to Nambour Regional Rail), are 
you satisfied with the efficacy of the current 
National Partnership Agreements?

Top 4 Major-Critical Constraints to Business Growth

CONSTRAINTS TO  
BUSINESS GROWTH

Current levels of Federal and State Government expenditure a 
constraint to business growth for over 50% of respondents.  
Whilst better than in November 2017, political stability still  
weighs heavily on sentiment.  

Industry wants reform of  
National Partnership Agreements

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

State Government investment

Federal Government investment

Political stability

Retaining & recruiting
qualified employees

Q14c

“One of Queensland infrastructure’s biggest emerging issues is a base load of approved projects in 
the pipeline to sustain the construction market in the region” – Survey respondent, SEQ (Construction 
materials supplier)
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How much does expenditure on capital works (by each sector) constrain 
your business growth at the moment?

CONSTRAINTS TO  
BUSINESS GROWTH (CONT’D)

Government capital investment remains  
crucial to majority of respondents.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

State Government

Federal Government

Local Government

Private Sector

Defence

Q14a

29% 36% 19% 15%

8% 19% 30% 33% 10%

10% 29% 37% 17% 7%

8% 36% 42% 10%

10% 27% 38% 21%

No / Nil Minor Moderate Major Critical

“Queensland should learn to have a continuity of work available for contractors, rather than  
the boom and bust cycle that we always go through” – Survey respondent, NQ (Contractor)

“A factor that will negatively impact the performance of our business in the next 6 months is any 
failure to align on infrastructure priorities between all levels of Government” – Survey respondent, 
SEQ (Infrastructure Advisory)

“Government can better leverage private sector innovation by reinvigorating the MLP  
process and allowing first mover advantage for the private sector” – Survey respondent,  
SEQ (Infrastructure Advisory)
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Other factors constraining business growth at the moment?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Retaining & recruiting qualfied employees

Cost of tendering & bidding

Compliance & complexity of Environ Regs

Political stability

Climatic conditions

Availability of growth capital

Risk adverse Clients

Contract disputes & payment security

Q14b

28% 29% 24% 15%

20% 34% 29% 11%

16% 25% 27% 18%

25% 31% 35% 8%

18% 28% 31% 20%

25% 26% 27% 17%

18%10% 27% 35% 10%

15% 28% 36% 13%

No / Nil Minor Moderate Major Critical

CONSTRAINTS TO  
BUSINESS GROWTH (CONT’D)

Political stability and retention & recruitment of 
qualified employees also cited as major-critical 
issues by almost half of respondents.

“We continue to invest in graduate programs but retention of employees is an issue” – 
 Survey respondent, SEQ (Contractor) 

“Major infrastructure projects should not be subjected to political interference which has a negative 
impact on private sector investment when projects continue to be interrupted with a change of 
government” – Survey respondent, SEQ (Infrastructure Advisory)

“The lack of political alignment over Cross River Rail is frustrating. The Melbourne Airport train 
has received a promise of $5 billion in Federal funding and it was listed as a medium-term priority 
initiative on IA’s list. The political game playing needs to stop and the Federal Government needs 
to recognise that CRR is the highest priority project for the Queensland Government” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ (Stakeholder Management & Communications)
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85% of respondents happy 
with their business location  
in Queensland. 

82% of respondents are currently 
investing in training and/or the 
capability of their employees in 
Queensland.

Do you feel your location negatively  
affects the success of your business?

Are you currently investing in training  
and/or the capability of your employees  
in Queensland?

15%

85%

Yes

No 82%
18%

Yes

No

On a scale of 1–10, how confident are you  
in reaching your 12 month business goals?

1 10

7

CONSTRAINTS TO  
BUSINESS GROWTH (CONT’D)
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Queenslandtransport lackpipeline
delivery across capacity procurementinfrastructure

availability Government projectsfundingState

major projects market investment Policyresourceswork

WHAT ARE QUEENSLAND INFRASTRUCTURE’S BIGGEST  
EMERGING ISSUES IN THE NEXT 6 MONTHS AND BEYOND?

“Reduction in total 
federal funding towards 
infrastructure in 
Queensland and across 
Australia” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ

“Getting projects from the 
concept and design phase 
to Construction phase, 
providing the business 
community with confidence 
to invest in infrastructure” – 
Survey respondent, NQ

“Lack of Funding” – Survey 
respondent, Sydney NSW

“Connecting North 
Queensland with the rest 
of Australia” - Survey 
respondent, SEQ

“The challenge of easing 
congestion on the M1 
and Bruce Highway and 
improving connectivity 
between the Gold 
Coast, Brisbane and the 
Sunshine Coast” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ

“Lack of an Asset Recycling 
Program in Queensland” – 
Survey respondent, SEQ

“In the Short-Term - lack 
of certainty over changes 
to Buy Queensland Policy. 
In the Long-Term resource 
availability.” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ

“Misalignment between 
State and Commonwealth 
expectations, including 
business case assessments” 
– Survey respondent, SEQ

“1. Political interference. 
2. QR’s future and a 
stable path forward 
for rail operations and 
infrastructure planning in 
QLD” - Survey respondent, 
SEQ

“Unlocking private 
investment” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ

“Emerging technologies in 
mobility, digital and smart 
cities” – Survey respondent, 
SEQ

“Rebuilding qualified 
staff numbers” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ

“Rapidly increasing 
population growth” – 
Survey respondent, SEQ
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JULY 2018 SPOTLIGHT – BUDGET SEASON
Each survey, we test attitudes towards a contemporary issue  
affecting infrastructure. In this July 2018 survey, our Spotlight  
is on Budget season.

Both Federal & State Budgets claimed  
to be “Strong Infrastructure Budgets”,  
but not all respondents are convinced.

“Queensland needs a long term (15 year) 
infrastructure strategy, identifying key areas  
of focus for each infrastructure class” –  
Survey respondent, SEQ (Government)

Thinking about infrastructure commitments in Queensland,  
are you satisfied with the 2018 Federal Budget and State Budget?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Satisfied

Not Satisfied

Q14c

Federal State

“Need to convince public that asset recycling 
is OK, that it’s smart business and that it 
generates significant economic investment 
for new schools, hospitals and transport 
infrastructure. That a funded pipeline of smart 
infrastructure development is a massive 
economic and employment stimulus, but it 
requires recycled capital to achieve.” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ (Infrastructure Advisory)
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“Ill defined changes at a time when we 
are going into a major project cycle. What 
is the purpose of the changes?” – Survey 
Respondent, SEQ (Recruitment)

“It is a protectionist policy that ignores that 
skilled resources are now globally located” - 
Survey respondent, SEQ (Planning, Advisory 
and Design Consultant)

“The IR approach would appear to give veto 
to the Unions” – Survey respondent, SEQ 
(Infrastructure Advisory)

Emerging issue – ‘Enhancements’ 
to the State Governments Buy 
Queensland Policy are now a 
concern for 42% of respondents 
– most cite a lack of consultation 
around “best practice principles 
for safety and industrial relations” 

Ahead of the State Budget, the Queensland Government foreshadowed “enhancements” to the 
new Buy Queensland Policy. Do you have any concerns with the proposed enhancements?

42%58%

Yes, we 
have concerns

Not 
concerned 

“This is clearly a union driven issue and the 
last thing the industry needs right now is 
more cost pressure from unions creating 
a more difficult market to operate in. The 
enhancements…should be withdrawn…” - 
Survey respondent, SEQ (Contractor) 

“Could potentially limit the entrance of 
global/successful companies looking to enter 
Queensland, requirements are vague” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ (Stakeholder Management & 
Communications)

FOCUS AREAS FOR GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
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What is your perception of how government performs in the strategic and  
delivery lifecycle of projects?

FOCUS AREAS FOR GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT (CONT’D)

Respondents call for better performance from 
government in all areas of planning and delivery. 

“Entering a PPP or Alliance with the private 
sector with a fair painshare/gainshare 
framework can motivate and incentivise 
the private sector to innovate.” – Survey 
respondent, SEQ (Contractor)

Ahead of the NSW State Budget, the 
NSW Government announced a 10-point 
Construction Action Plan recognising that 
the NSW Government can only achieve its 
infrastructure objectives in partnership with 
the private sector by taking a longer-term view. 
Are you in favour of Queensland adopting the 
same/similar Action Plan?    
       
  

83%

17%
YesNo

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Community communication

Industry communication

Infrastructure delivery

Pipeline development

Investment prioritisation

Land-use planning

Infrastructure planning

Strategic policy formation

Q14a

Exceeds expectations Meets expectations Does not meet expectations

“An emerging issue is funds to upgrade transport infrastructure and ease congestion in a manner that 
is not band-aid solutions. Some real investment in infrastructure that will change the current situation. 
Govt is failing to keep up with growth” – Survey respondent, SEQ

The 10-point commitment to the Construction Sector announced  
in NSW receives strong support for application in Queensland.
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2018 IAQ MEMBERSHIP LIST
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IAQ SPOTLIGHT 
SURVEY
JULY 2018

HAVE YOUR SAY:
If you have any comments or observations on this  
survey, please email to membership@iaq.com.au

Sponsored by

mailto:membership%40iaq.com.au?subject=IAQ%202018%20SPOTLIGHT%20REPORT

